Software Defined Network(SDN) is a promising technological advancement in the networking world. It is still evolving and security is a major concern for SDN. In this paper we proposed policy based security architecture for securing the SDN domains. Our architecture enables the administrator to enforce different types of policies such as based on the devices, users, location and path for securing the communication in SDN domain. Our architecture is developed as an application that can be run on any of the SDN Controllers. We have implemented our architecture using the POX Controller and Raspberry Pi 2 switches. We will present different case scenarios to demonstrate fine granular security policy enforcement with our architecture.
INTRODUCTION
Network technologies are evolving day by day. The Open Systems Interconnection(OSI) layer based network backbone remained the same, which poses a bottleneck to the application layer with evolving technologies like virtualization and cloud computing. For this to meet the Quality of Service(QoS) demands of the users, network service providers are facing tough situations. They need to change their hardware quite frequently which is certainly a time consuming and costly task. To sort out these issues the researchers de-Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permis-sions@acm.org. coupled the control plane and data plane, which in short put Software Defined Network (SDN) to lime light. In short, SDN can be defined as an abstraction of the lower planes which gives the potential to control the lower planes programmatically based on the network administrators needs and/or based on the flow behaviour. However security in such networks is still a major concern and there is need for techniques to secure SDN domains. The focus of this paper is to develop a policy based security architecture for securing the communication in SDN domains. The main contribution of our work is to introduce different policies at a fine granular level (such as based on the users, location and services) for enhancing the security in the SDN domain. Our architecture also supports switch labels with different security level. This enables the Administrators to make the path selection according to the flow security requirements. We have also introduced on demand security for securing the communication between the end hosts. In this case, traffic is encrypted at the switch that is connected to the source hosts and decrypted at the switch that is connected to the destination host. For policy based secured routing our application architecture for SDN domain is a unique one. The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we propose policy based security architecture for securing the SDN domains and describe the components of the architecture in detail. Section 3 presents implementation of our architecture using POX Controller and Raspberry Pi based OpenFlow switches. Section 4 presents the related work and Section 5 concludes.
POLICY BASED ARCHITECTURE
In this section we first present the high level overview of the policy based security architecture and then discuss each components in detail. Figure 1 shows the policy based architecture that is designed and developed to run as an application on any of the SDN Controllers. The application is implemented in the NorthBound Application Program Interfaces (API) of the Controller. Action Module, Activity Manager, Access Manager(AM), Policy Resolver, Contention Manager, and Key Management are the important components of our architecture. We have used modular approach in designing the application. The components of the architecture can be implemented on a single host or distributed over multiple hosts. Action Module is used for transferring the messages between the Controller and the AM. Activity Manager is used for logging all the messages transferred between the Controller and the AM. AM is the central control unit for the architecture. It makes use of different components of the architecture for determining the related policies and enforcement of the policies. Policy Resolver is used for determining the appropriate policies. Contention Manager is used to determine if the policies will conflict with any of the existing policies in the switches. The Key Management module is used for generating keys for secure communication. Before describing different modules of the Application, we present a high level overview of the Application architecture. The administrator assigns labels to the switches based on the metadata information such as capabilities of the switch and/or vendor information. The AM assigns the labels to the switches during initialisation. Action Module acts as a bridge between the Controller and AM. It passes the messages from the SDN Controller to the AM to make decisions according to the policies and forwards the related policies from the AM to the SDN Controller. All the messages between the SDN Controller and the AM are logged in the Activity Manager. Now let us consider the operation of the architecture for the establishment of flow between two end hosts within the domain. The Controller forwards the Packet IN message to the AM. The AM forwards the Packet IN message to the Policy Resolver to determine the related security policy. The Policy Resolver analyses the Packet IN message and retrieves the related security policy from its database and updates the AM with the policy. Now the AM forwards the policy to the Contention Manager for validation. The Contention Manager makes use of the information available in the Activity Manager to determine the policies that are currently enforced in the switches. Then it checks if the new policy will conflict with any of the policies that are already enforced in the switches. If there is a conflict then the policy with high priority is selected for the enforcement. If the new security policy mandates secure communication, then the AM requests the key manager to generate keys for secure com- munication. Now a Flow mod() message is issued for the enforcement of policies. In the following subsections we will present detail discussion on important components of our architecture.
System Overview

Access Manager(AM)
It is the heart of the whole policy database architecture. The administrator makes use of the AM interface for accessing and/or configuring different components of the architecture. It is responsible for all decision making and instruction execution. The tasks performed by the AM are: A. Switch initialization B. Packet IN request analysis. C. Send request to the Policy Resolver module D. Security level checking of switches. E. Listen to the Contention Manager. F. Key assignment. G. Send Flow mod() instruction to the Action Module. AM tasks are classified into two phases. Phase one is Initialization (A), which focuses on initializing switches with security labels and next phase is Processing (B-G) consist of processing of flows. Phase 1: Initialization We assume that the administrator assigns security labels to the switches based on the meta data related to the switch such as vendor information, model, and capabilities of the switch. When the OpenFlow switch starts up it sends a "Hello"message to the Controller. Controller upon receiving this message forwards it to the AM. The AM forwards this to the policy resolver to extract related information from the Hello message and assign a label accordingly. The switch labels information is also updated to the Controller. The Controller maintains a complete view of all the active OpenFlow switches with switch security labels with in the network. For the implementation of the application we have chosen four security label. They are L1, L2, L3 & L4, where L1 being the least secure and L4 being of highest security. Figure 2 shows the switch labelling process. Step 1 Get OpenFlow Switch Label & ID.
Step 2 Set Source Switch label as the Reference Security Label.
Step 3 Check Path Switches against the Reference Security Label.
Step 4 Select if Path Switch i >= Reference Switch Label
Step 5 Repeat step 2, 3 & 4 until destination switch found.
Step 6 Pass switch ID to next module.
Evaluation Engine in the Policy Resolver will extract the important fields necessary to match with the policy fields, like the Source IP, Destination IP, Device MAC and Services. The extracted information is used to query the policy database to determine the related policy. Now the Policy Resolver feedbacks AM with the match/ mismatch cases. Now, AM checks for the secure OpenFlow switch labels. To do that it uses the Switch Security label searching algorithm described in table 1. At first it will take the Security level of Source OpenFlow switch as the Reference security Label. To establish a path between source to destination it will only choose those OpenFlow Switches whose Security Label is equal and above that reference security label. AM also listens to the Contention Manager before taking action. Once it gets the switch paths, AM then instructs Key Management module to generate keys for source and destination switches. Finally AM instructs the Action Module to update the Controller for setting the flow tables of appropriate forwarding devices. Figure 3 shows the flow diagram of AM. If no secure switches are found it informs the administrator after dropping the packets.
Policy Resolver
The task of the Policy Resolver is to evaluate the policy against the administrator installed policies. Policy Database and Evaluation Engine are the two important sub components of the Policy resolver.
Policy Database
Policy Database is used to store the permissible policies for the SDN domain. In our case we have chosen MySQL database, we are updating the policy fields using a Python script. Network administrator will have the privilege to add, change and delete the fields and policy in the database. Figure 4 shows implemented Policy Database schema. P ID is Policy Number whose value will automatically increment, USER is the user in any host machines, SRC IP and SRC MAC are the Source, Destination IP and MAC address respectively, similarly DST IP, DST MAC is the Destination IP, MAC respectively, Services indicate the services for which the policy would be used, SEC PROF is the security profile of the policy field, SWITCH SEQ is sequence of switch IP that might be set during the policy execution, PERM stand for permission of a particular policy and finally the PRIORITY indicates the ranking of the policy. Here we have chosen to make the PRIORITY field a mandatory field. Other than P ID and PRIORITY fields all other fields can be wild carded by using '*'marks.
Evaluation Engine
The basic task of this engine is analyse the messages from AM and determine the policies that are applicable to the message. For example, it extract information such as source and destination address from the incoming message and then it runs a query on the Policy Database to look for the matching entries in the policy database. If a successful match is found in the Policy Database it reports the Policy Resolver about the matched policy parameters. Now the Policy Resolver updates AM with the related policies. In case of multiple match cases Priority field is taken into consideration. Polices with high priority are selected for enforcement.
Contention Manager
The AM makes use of Contention Manager to validate policies before enforcing them in the data plane. Policies reported by the Policy Resolver are forwarded to the Contention Manager. The Contention Manager queries the Activity Manager to determine the policies/flows that are currently enforced in the switches. Now Contention Manager checks for conflict between previously installed flows in Open-Flow switches to the new flow installation request by the AM.
Key Management Module
Key Management module generates the symmetric keys for the specific switches. AM will request Key Management module to generate a symmetric key that is shared between the switches that are connected to the source and destination hosts. The switch that is connected to the source host uses the symmetric key for encrypting the traffic and the switch that is connected to the destination host uses the same key for decrypting the traffic and forwards it to the destination host.
Activity Manager
This component is used for logging all the activity between the SDN Controller and our architecture. For example, we have discussed how these logs are used by the Contention Manager.
Action Module
Action Module acts as a bridge between Controller and Open-Flow switches. It receives the Packet IN request & sends
Flow mod() as well as keys to the OpenFlow switches. Keys are only distributed among the switches those who participate in a particular communication.
IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented our policy based application architecture in the POX Controller. Our main target is to guide POX (SDN Controller) to take decision with the help of our application while forwarding packets. We have created OpenFlow switches over Raspberry Pi 2 Model B running Raspbian Linux. Figure 5 shows the OpenFlow switch implemented using Raspberry Pi 2. The Raspberry Pi 2 Model B has a 900MHz quad-core ARM Cortex-A7 CPU, 1GB RAM, 1 Ethernet port and 4 USB ports. We have used USB hub to increase the number of RJ45 ports. Then added USB to Ethernet converters to make switch ports. We extended LINC-Switch [1] to support key encryption and implemented on Rasbian Linux to create the Raspberry Pi based Open-Flow switch. LINC-Switch is written in Erlang. We have used crypto module of Erlang for encryption purpose. We have used AES algorithm and the key size is 128 bits. To express the control over forwarding devices we have created fine granular policies by considering different case scenarios. The scenarios are based on the following entities, they are: User entity, service entity, device entity and path entity. Following section describes the scenarios in detail: For example scenario 1-3 we have considered that all the switches has equal security labels and scenario 4 is the case with different security labels for the switches. We represent Figure 6 ) for simplicity, but during implementation we have used specific policies in the database. Figure 6 shows the created policy. When the first packet comes from the host machine A as Alice, according to conventional operation of OpenFlow switches it will be forwarded to the SDN Controller. Controller consults with AM for policy. Policy Resolver checks the Policy Database for specific policy and sends report back to AM. AM checks the contention and instructs Action Module to distribute the keys and Flow mod() messages for the respective switches. Both switches caches keys and set the flow tables for passing the respective flows. During further communication the flows are encrypted at the source switch and decrypted in the destination switch using the cached key.
Example 1: User allocated to a Specific Device
Example 2: Bring Your Own Device
This scenario (not shown in Figure 7 ) is for specific device which is more common with the Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) where the users register their mobile or tablets for using the organisation WLAN network. Hence the users can be changing their location while connected to the network(eg: using WLAN). Here, any user with the registered device will be guaranteed an encrypted communication. Here the mobile device with MAC ID (6C:5F:1C:0B:CA:C8) is registered as BYOD and assigned IP address (172.56.16.03). Figure 6 is inserted in the policy database. In this case consider mobility of the user between different access points in WLAN. Even if the mobile device is connected to different access point, the device is still permitted to have secure access to the organisation WLAN network. In this case, the symmetric key is forwarded to the new access point to which the device is connected.
Example 3: Accessed Service
This scenario demonstrate that the specification of policies based on the accessed services (represented using port numbers in figure 6 ). According to the policy all traffic destined to a particular server is of concern to the Controller. Hence traffic destined using a particular service from any host or user is encrypted and forwarded to the destination. For this case we have implemented a file server in host machine D connected with SW2 shown in Figure 8 . Two hosts A & B are connected to the switch SW 4. IP and MAC information of the host machines are shown in Figure 8 . To do that, we have introduced a policy in the policy database, which is shown in figure 6 as P ID7. In this scenario, the policies are enforced based on the services running on the end host. So this policy is applicable to any user and any device ( represented as *) that is initiating connection to this server.
Example 4: Path Based Policy for Services
The last scenario is on guided routing for different services and hosts in a SDN environment. Here we created a switch matrix of five OpenFlow switches which are connected to a single SDN Controller via the secure link. The secure link is shown by the dotted green lines (Figure 9 ). Figure 9 . For this environment we want that any HTTP request from host machine A to be forwarded through SW1→SW5→SW4 switches (Marked in green continuous line). Also for the FTP traffic we want that the FTP request from the Host B will be forwarded through the SW1→SW3→SW4 switches (Marked in red continuous line). To perform this we have created two policies in the Policy database, shown as P ID9, 10 in Figure 6 . In this scenario we have considered security labelling of the OpenFlow switches. Here, SW1's label is L3, and all the other switches are at L4 so the path for the switches are in sequence. Now during the first run, when the Packet IN request from A goes to the OpenFlow switch SW1. Switch checks its flow tables. As there is no flow entry, switch forwards the request to Controller. Controller passes the request to AM of the Policy application. AM checks the policy database with the help of Policy Resolver for the appropriate policy. We have previously introduced a policy regarding this situation and also runs the security labelling algorithm to find the switch sequences. AM checks the contention with the help of Contention Manager. After that, AM instructs the Controller to send Flow mod() messages to the respective OpenFlow switches, in this case SW1, SW3 and SW4. Now for the subsequent packets coming from the same source will be forwarded through the same switch path as there will be flow entries regarding this in each OpenFlow switches. Now for the second policy, the same sequence of events will occur. Here AM will request Controller to install Flow mod() in the SW1, SW3 and SW4 switches. As a result the host will communicate to the FTP server as indicated by the policy.
RELATED WORKS
Policy based routing was earlier proposed by D Clark [3] and Tsudik [4] . However this is mainly related to inter domain and not specific to SDN. Our model is based on similar policies but mainly focused on intra domain and specific to SDN. SDN Policy related works can be categorized into two groups: I) SDN Controllers build for policy enforcement & II) SDN programming language based policy abstraction To put the policy restrictions in the network behaviour different researchers has come up with Controllers that are dedicated only for setting up of policies along with the routing capabilities. The first of it in the bloodline is Onix [7] . It came up with the idea of data level abstraction control. The network controlling capabilities are not admin friendly and was hard to deploy. It was not able to control the network at granular level. With the proposal of OpenFlow proto- It provides a lower level of abstraction for the data plane switch matrix. The switch behaviours can be controlled in fine granular level. But the controlling approach is programmatic, which means admins have to write specific scripts/ apps to control switching elements. Also it is natively unable to handle time variant dynamic policies. To give a more easier ground on scripting some high level policy abstraction supported Controllers became famous in the bloodline. One is Maple [10] and the other is Nettle [9] . Both of the Controllers provides a higher level of policy abstraction for the switching fabric. But maple uses an algorithmic policy writing approach which is complex for the human admins, whereas Nettle is built on the coding blocks of Haskell. It uses the same Haskell equation approach in expressing network policies. One of the benefits of Nettle is that it supports time variant dynamic policies as well, which are easy to implement using its syntax. Another open source production grade SDN Controller that is mainly focused on defining lower level network abstraction using policy is Simple Network Access Control (SNAC) [2] . It is built over NOX and inherits all the pros and cons of NOX. To express policies in SDN, most popular approach taken by the researchers is the use of specific SDN programming language to define policy abstraction. In this bloodline the ancestor is Flow-based Management Language (FML) [6] by Hinrichs. It supports a declarative policy scripting approach to configuring network behaviours. FML is a Datalog type action over the flows. Though the expressive nature is high level but it fails to provide fine granularity and timevariant control over the network components. Two of the most important languages in this bloodline is Frenetic [5] and Pyretic [8] . Frenetic is a SQL-query type policy language to control the switch behaviour. It is able to avoid rule/ policy overlapping and has features like consistent policy updates. Its upgrade is Pyretic, which inherits all the properties of Frenetic and gives facilities to net-admins to write policy apps to control the network behaviour. But writing policy apps requires core network and expert level programming knowledge, which is always a problem for granular level policy control. Our Policy Based Secured SDN architecture is simple, secure, and provide a fine granular approach for securing SDN domain. This research works base is to provide an application for secure policy enforcement. Fine granular enforcement of policies and simplicity are the two major virtues of this architecture. Admin can control the packet flows based on different parameters such as users, service and host entity, where the granularity of the architecture comes in. On the other hand updating the policies is as simple as updating the databases.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed policy based security architecture for SDN domains. We have shown that our architecture enables fine granular enforcement of security policies within the SDN domain. We have also presented the implementation of our model using POX Controller and Raspeberry Pi OpenFlow swithces.
